
Familiar scenes 
where history echoes
Archival images of campus life show the history in our spaces

By Hannah O’Leary | Photos courtesy OSU Special Collections and Research Center

Up the marble staircase in the MU Lounge, friendly faces line 
balconies and the campus living room fills with those who are all 
ears for a violinist and pianist. At other times of day, then and now, 
students nap on couches, backpacks for pillows, maybe reading 
by osmosis. Others study at window tables or tucked into loveseat 
corners or clustered by twos and threes in the flag-lined corridor. 
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In 1961, barefoot sensation Dale Story strides around Bell Field 
on the bell lap; a few years later Dick Fosbury ’72 re-engineers the 
mechanics of reaching new heights; champions’ histories now en-
shrined beneath Dixon Recreation Center, where everyday athletes 
chase their own goals.

It’s time for exams, in chairs tightly latticed across the Memorial 
Union Ballroom, clipboards in laps, heads down. Saturdays spent 
studying at library tables, flashcards memorized, readings re-
tained, then Scantron ovals meticulously filled in with number two 
Dixon Ticonderoga pencils — how did we do? The essence remains 
rooted — this is a place of growth, of testing and learning.

The Lower Campus gates, dedicated in 1941 as Oregon State’s 
welcoming entrance, became a point of departure in 1969 as 
the Black Student Union, protesting alleged discrimination in 
the football program, led a walkout down the hill, through the 
corridor of elms and out through the iron-and-brick passage. The 
gates are still open if more weathered, and the elm trees taller, 
and 46 years after the walkout, students of color walked into Gill 
Coliseum to hold a speak-out, a reminder of hope and of how much 
work remains. 

Ready, set ... wet palms grip the thick woven rope, pulling as the 
losing team is dragged into the muddy mess, a weekend spectacle 
all its own back then. Now, during a timeout at the homecoming 
football game, pulling across a white 50-yard line on artificial 
turf, it’s much cleaner but still fueled by a fierce desire to succeed 
together.
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